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Metal Embellishments Tutorial
February/March 2010

Tammy Malone from PK Glitz submitted and filmed this terrific tutorial for creating stunning metal embellishments easily. The metal used 
in this tutorial is available relatively inexpensively in craft stores.

Supplies: 
-Thin Art Metal
-Wooden Stylus/Embossing Tool
-Brass Stencil
-Alcohol Inks
-Paper Stump
-Blending Solution
-Water Brush
-Painter’s Tape
-Suede or Felt
-Tile or other hard work surface
-Paint Palette (not shown)

Step One:
Cut the metal slightly larger than the stencil (creating a border). 
Tape stencil to the center of the metal using painter’s tape or other 
removable tape.

Step Two:
Place taped piece, stencil side up, on the suede or felt.
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Step Three:
Use the paper stump to push the metal through the open areas of 
the stencil. Apply plenty of pressure to ensure a strong embossed 
image.

Step Four:
Flip the metal over to check the image frequently while embossing. 
Repeat Step Three until the piece is embossed as desired.
 

Step Five:
Use the pointed end of the wooden tool to draw around the edge of 
the open areas of the stencil. This further defines the image.   
 

Step Six:
Flip the metal over to check the image frequently while embossing. 
Repeat Step Five until the piece is embossed as desired.

Step Seven:
Remove the stencil from the metal by removing the painter’s tape.
 

Step Eight:
Place the piece on the hard surface face-up.  “Clean” the edges by 
gently rubbing with the paper stump. This brings further definition to 
the image and flattens the background. 
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Step Ten:
Place a few drops of alcohol ink into a paint palette and use a water 
brush filled with blending solution to “paint” the image. Use as 
desired. 

Step Nine:
To give the image texture, place it back-side up on the suede/felt. With the pointed end of the wooden tool, make dots and patterns in and 
around the image.
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Finished Card
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